[Elevation of serum lactate dehydrogenase. Diagnostic, prognostic and evolutive values].
Determination of serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels is an usual practice. However, its place in the diagnosis process is not clear. We have collected serum LDH levels superior to 2-fold the normal rate and we tried to determine their diagnostics interest and, predictive and progressive values. Retrospective study during 3 months in hospitalized adults. LDH levels were measured by spectrophotometry (Normal rate: 313-618 UI/L). 196 cases with LDH level elevations higher than 1236 UI/L were analyzed. The etiology of LDH level elevations were was benign in 60% of cases, malignant in 36% and, undetermined in 5%. There was no difference in between average values of LDH level average values of benign and malignant etiology (2708 vs 2842 UI/l). LDH rates and high LDH level elevations were not helpful for in the diagnosis process (a variety of 43 etiology was able to elevate increased LDH rates). In 45% cases, LDH level was 2 to 3-fold the normal rate; in 47.5% cases, 3 to 10-fold normal rate, and in 7.5% cases, superior to 10-fold normal rate. LDH elevations superior to 10-fold the normal rate were caused by benign etiology in 11 cases and malignant disease in 4 cases. A level superior to 10-fold the normal rate was not helpful in determining to determine the benign or malignant characteristics of the initial disease. However, LDH rate superior to 10 normal rate was a pejorative predictive criteria (hospitalization in intensive careunity in 73% of cases and mortality rate of 53%). During follow up of a neoplasia or malignant hemopathy follow up, several LDH measurements LDH level determinations were determined in for a small number of patients. LDH level normalizations is are attributable to efficientan effective treatment; LDH level elevations are associated with a therapeutic failure echappment. Evolution in LDH levels evolution was influenced by progression in neoplasia and malignant hemopathy evolution and also by various several treatments such as like blood transfusions, growth factors, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. LDH level elevation, however whatever its rate, don't seem to do not help in differentiating have interest to differentiate benign from malignant diseases. However, an elevation LDH elevation higher than 10-fold the normal rate is a pejorative predictive criteria, since because the mortality rate is superior toupper than 50%. During follow-up of in the neoplasia and malignant hemopathy follow up, so long as they are measured at distance from treatment, variations in LDH levels are a good marker of evolution, rate variations represent an evolutive marker conditionally the level determination would be realize remote several treatment.